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Foldable structure to reduce overall dimensions to a 
minimum. It can be fitted comfortably in small vans and 
even in front of a car's front passenger seat.

Minimum overall height
of the folded trolley

99 cm

Light

Buddy Lift Evolution weights just 28 kg
(intelligent battery excluded)

Practical

Buddy combines the confidence of a manual trolley 
with the comfort of a multi-purpose stair climber.

Easy to use

Automatic	 positioning	 of	 the	 stair-climbing	 mechanism	
both up and down the stairs. Just select the direction of 
travel.

Immediate

Battery	box	with	“plug-and-play”	 technology.	 Just	click	
and you are ready to work.

Safe

The up and down mechanism always holds itself to a 
5m surface inside the step, thereby preventing any slips 
or damage.

The front stabilizers can be removed and are 
fitted with swivel wheels to make the device 
even steadier and easier to turn even on tight 
landings.

Customisable foldable base plate

To carry bulky loads

Intelligent battery

Without memory effect with a long life

Non-marking pneumatic wheels

The price includes
the following accessories:

- Fixing strap;
-	Automatic	battery	charger;
- Standard sheet metal base;
- Battery box provided as standard.

STEP-BY-STEP
TECHNOLOGY

THE BENEFITS OF
BUDDY LIFT EVOLUTION

1. The vehicle can be loaded and unloaded 
autonomously and effortlessly by just 
one operator.

2. When the machine goes up the stairs, 
you can change the load's centre of 
gravity for greater comfort at any time.

3. The space to turn on the landing has 
never been so small. Lifting the load 
means going practically everywhere.
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MAIN
FEATURES

Kite winder staircase 

87 cm wide kite winder staircase, 70x70 cm washing 
machine still in its packaging or same staircase with 
50x60 cm cardboard box. In these circumstances with 
another stair-climbing trolley you would need to stop. 
Not with Buddy Lift Evolution.

Highly adaptable

Thanks to the lifting system, with Buddy Lift Evolution it is 
possible find the optimal balance according to the type 
of load I need to carry.

Performance

What's more, with Buddy Lift Evolution you can recover 
a lot of space on narrow stairs and can turn in areas 
where otherwise it would be impossible.
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MAIN
FEATURES

Loading and unloading from the van

Buddy Lift Evolution is designed to let just one person 
perform the loading and unloading operations with the 
minimum of effort.

Versatile

Buddy	 Lift	 Evolution	 is	 the	 only	 “step-by-step”	 stair	
climber capable of going up steps as high as 26 cm, 
which means greater options of use compared to any 
other alternative stair climber.

“Soft Touch” technology

Automatically	recognises	when	it	is	resting	on	the	step	
and slows down so that it rests gently.
This means the load is never jerked and it is easier and 
safer to carry.

Comfortable

The operator can easily carry any kind of item. By just 
pressing a button.

80 cm

1 2
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50 cm110 cm

HERE'S 
THE DIFFERENCE

Stair-climbing trolley with ground base plate

The balanced position of the load with the ground base 
plate means you have the necessary space to move 
around.

Stair-climbing trolley with
integrated electric lifting system

Having the option of lifting the load at any time means 
you can work even under the most critical conditions.
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